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Image from Pinterest
Autumn is a second spring when every leaf is a flower

Autumn is the beginning of months ending in -ber, whose first is
September because it was the seventh month of the year (and then October,
November, and so on...).

It is the right time to learn something

new

, to make something

beautiful, to go to a special place or to find a place within giving you
contentment.

Get a pen and write a letter to someone you love, prepare invitations (maybe
making them with a wild botanical dye!) for a herbal tea and acorn sandwiches
together with your friends...
In Autumn it is nice to stay home, as the Danish would say it is
Norwegians would say it is

hygge, as the

koselig, and all over the

world home sweet home: get a apron, experience new flavors in the kitchen and
new procedures with wild recipes after your foraging experience in forests fragrant
with mushrooms and herald of the cold
season... and find

happiness
in the last golden hours and in the sunsets sparkling among the trees.
Welcome to the woods! Welcome

i Skogen!

Harvesting Wild Plants in Italy

Italian laws vary from region to region so, before foraging, it is always necessary to
check if the plant of your interest does not fall under the list of plants belonging to
the protected flora.
However, it may be useful to start to read the international and EU laws about
plants:
*Convention on the International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and
Flora (CITES), also known as the "Washington Convention" of April 30, 1973,
which entered into force in Italy on December 31, 1969 with a Ministerial Decree;
without penalties. In particular, read the lists of Annexes A (CITES A), B (CITES B)
and C (CITES C) of EC Regulation n. 2307/97.
* Council Directive 92/43 / EEC of May 21, 1992 on the conservation of natural and
semi-natural habitats of wild fauna and flora, also known as the Habitats Directive,
implemented in Italy by D.P. September 8, 1997 n. 357.
In particular, read the lists in Annexes II, IV and V.
* The Berne Convention (1979), which aims at the conservation of species
threatened of extinction present in the countries taking part in the agreement (today,
thirty states); ratified by Italy on February 11, 1982.
In particular, Appendix 1, which covers strictly protected plant species, for which
habitat conservation measures are envisaged.
The "basic" reference in Italy today is however the Law January 6, 1931 n. 99
"Discipline of the cultivation, collection and selling of officinal plants" (for the
implementation, see also the Royal Decree of May 26, 1932, No. 772).
Warning! There are Italian regions in which a foraging patent is required (as for
mushrooms), including Trentino Alto Adige. Check with the offices of the region/
province where you plan to forage how it works or, in good time, send an email and
we will send you the reference of your interest!

Warnings
1.

Before going foraging you must first know where you are going to and if you have permission to forage. In
fact you can’t forage in private lands - unless you have the land owner’s permission, otherwise he can ask you
part of your harvest or fine you for private property violation. Before foraging in parks or places of
community interest (as the Italian SICs), it is best to look for information on the web or call the public
authority.

2.

There are plants you are forbid to forage and other with a regulated forage (it is possible to collect only a few
specimens per person). Before picking up, make sure about those plants, that may vary from region to region
(e.g.: the butcher’s broom - Ruscus aculeatus L. - is protected in Lombardy and not in Apulia. Tragopogon
spp., i.e. salsify, is protected in Lombardy and not in Apulia).

3.

You must be 100% sure before picking a plant - or a part of it - up: if you pull it up, there will be a lesser
sample. You have to rely on a good foraging manual - not Wikipedia! - and maybe invest in a training with an
expert forager.

4.

During your foraging don’t harvest more than 5% of the wild herb or part of it. This allows other foragers to
collect, but above all to preserve sources of livelihood for the fauna.

5.

If you find a single specimen of a herb, don’t take it and leave it where it is!

6.

Never leave a trace of your passage! If you need, for example, to cut bramble’s thorny branches, do so trying
not to ruin plants and habitats.

7.

Pay attention to the so called “toxic doubles”!

8.

Do not forage on the road, on the mountainside, near sewage and industrial sewage, in city parks near busy
streets and with animal feces.

9.

Collected herbs should be stored in punched paper bags to make them breath and clean on site and cooked or
preserved as soon as possible.

10. If you harvest seeds check that they do not have mold and are “in good health”. Claviceps purpurea (ergot)
does not only affect rye but also, for example, plantain (P lantago spp.).
11. Follow the “foraging calendar” to harvest at the right time and gather the plants in their balsamic moment (in
the morning when the dew has dried up for most herbs).

THE FORAGER’S CALENDAR
Autumn goes from the Equinox (September 21st) to the Winter Solstice (December 21st) and it
is the harvest time, as our ancestors knew very well.
Before the calendar - as we understand it today - was used, in these days men prepared
themselves for the harvest season and the preserves in view of the cold and the “dark”. especially
in northern Europe where the temperatures were definitely stiffer and the hours of light much
less.
According to the forager’s calendar from the end of the autumn to the end of the winter we
collect roots, tubers, in short everything that is under the ground. When the plant has faded, then
seeded and/or fruited, its life cycle is over. The last leaves creak and fall and will turn humus, so
the plant enters the apparent phase of "lethargy" when in fact this corresponds to the period in
which all its energies are stored: this is also the best time to gather roots and tubers, because they
will be much nourishing.
Of course you need to equip yourself well and pay attention to how to forage. For example, you
can forage Taraxacum officinale L., the dandelion, and with its roots make a toasted powder that
has long been a substitute for coffee and in addition it is also useful to expel toxins, but you’ll
have to dig around its roots and leave a bit of root underground so that the plant will not die and
in spring will sprout again. Of course, there’s plenty of dandelion and there is no danger of
extinction, but still it is always good to follow the rule saying that you can forage no more than
5% of the plant or part of it, and also the rule saying that every species must be preserved,
allowing the plant to grow again.

Between “what’s under the ground” you can now forage all the Allium species, of course if you
remind where you saw them in bloom :-)
Foraging wild garlic/ramsons (Allium ursinum L.) is easy: simply pull the bulbs on, being careful
because they are very delicate, and always remember to leave enough bulbs for next spring.
There are usually many tiny bulbs (“bulbils”) already in this period of the year. In this period you
can find Allium vineale L.’s “flower bulbs” - as I call them -, which are nothing more than
unopened flowers with a bulb shape. They are easy to recognize because of their dark purple
color, almost black, so that this variety of garlic - among those that contain less allicin,
responsible for bad digestion and bad breath - is called in English Crow garlic.
September and October are also months of berries: the last blackberries, the very last raspberries,
the Cornelian cherries, the hawthorn berries ("false fruits") (Cratægus monogyna Jacq., with
only one “stone" which then is the true fruit; while the cultivated variety has more than one - to
our latitudes we also find Cratægus oxyacantha L. and synonymous Cratægus lævigata [Poiret]
DC, in Italian also called pirina), sorb fruit, and all Rosaceae.
The rule wants berries to be harvested after the first frost, but since in many areas of the Italian
peninsula it is difficult to have a frost before February - if any -, the same can be "mimed" by
placing the berries, collected and cleaned, in a freezer for one night then using them thawed for
jams, preserves etc.
This serves chemically to "dissolve" the bonds of the pulp molecules and make the sugars more
readily available and the fruit more easily digestible.
The edible fruits of Sorbus aucuparia L. and Sorbus torminalis L. (attention: not all the fruits of
all sorbs are edible!), However, they must be collected and left for a time until they are ready and
ripe, such as loquats.
Particular attention must be paid, however, to some fruits such has the Rosa canina
cynhorrodons and sorbs, whose seeds/stones are urticant in the case of the rose and toxic in the
case of sorbs since they contain amygdalin, so they must be eliminated before proceeding with
the recipe.
Last but not least: nuts! Among wild plants they are the main source of incomplete proteins.
Nuts, for example, contain 18% protein, 60% fat and provide 3,000 calories per 500 grams of
kernels.
In September/October you can collect:
mushrooms (Flammulina velutipes, Coprinus comatus, Ramaria aurea, Armillaria tabescens,
Lactarius sanguifluus (Paulet) Fr., Marasmius oreades (Bolton) Fr., Lepista nuda (Bull.: Fr.),
Macrolepiota procera (Scop.) Singer, 1948, porcini, Agaricus campestris L. 1753, Agaricus
arvensis, Hydnum repandum L., Calvatia maxima); berries (hawthorn, canine rose, elderberry,
strawberry, raspberry, blueberry, blackberry, Sorbus torminalis, Sorbus aucuparia - and juniper
-); dried fruit (hazelnuts, nuts, beechnuts).

You can go on foraging a lot of wild herbs, as follows:
•

dandelion (leaves and basal rosette) Taraxacum officinale L.; chicory (leaves and basal
rosette) Cichorium intybus L. and all Picris (as bristly oxtongue, Picris hieracioides L. /
Helminthotheca echioides) and also Hypochœris radicata L. and the other “wild small
chicories”;

•

garlic mustard Alliaria petiolata L. (leaves, new buds - right now there might be a second
growing season with the first September/October showers, especially in Northern countries
- and seeds);

•

wild chard/beetroot (Beta vulgaris L.), leaves;

•

common hop (Humulus lupulus L.);

•

common poppy (Papaver rhoeas L.), seeds;

•

mustard and other wild plants of the Brassicaceae family (leaves and especially seeds):
Barbarea vulgaris R. Br., Brassica rapa, Cardamine hirsuta L., Cardamine pratensis L.,
Cardamine amara L., Bunias erucago L. ...

•

sorrel (Rumex acetosa and others), especially seeds; forage leaves and tiny plants just
popped up. The now reddened stalks of the older plants can be used in the same way as
rhubarb;

•

wood sorrel (Oxalis spp. - even if “wood sorrel” actually is the Oxalis acetosella only -),
leaves and flowers;

•

hollyhock (Alcea rosea L.) and mallow (leaves, flowers, seeds and roots);

•

burdock’s leaves and stalks (Arctium lappa L. - synonyms Arctium major Bernh., Lappa
officinalis All., Lappa major Gaert., Lappa vulgaris Hill.), but only if in shadow and in a
protected area otherwise it will be too fibrous; you can start forage its roots when soil is
softer after rainfalls since they are very difficult to dig;

•

amaranth (Amaranthus retroflexus L.), seeds and if you want leaves too;

•

brooklime/European speedwell (Veronica beccabunga L.), along rivers in vales until it is in
season;

•

betony/bishopwort (Stachys officinalis (L.) Trevisan, but also Stachys betonica Bentham
and Betonica officinalis L.), tops without flowers for herbal teas;

•

Calluna vulgaris and heather (Erica carnea L.);

•

you can still find in the plain meadows some tiny plants of Ajuga reptans L. or Ajuga
pyramidalis L. in bloom. You can both forage tops and leaves;

•

herb bennet (Geum urbanum L.): from the end of autumn until the end of winter you can
forage its roots - even though actually you can forage them all year long -. You can forage
its leaves - the most tender ones, at the center of the basal rosette - and cook them since raw
would be too fibrous;

•

Muscari comosum (L.) Miller or Hyacinthus comosum L. that is what in Apulia they call
lampascioni: in this period you can forage their bulbs;

•

Glechoma hederacea L. or ground-ivy: in this period new plants are popping up in the
undergrowth, just as Lamium spp. (purpureum, album, etc.);

•

Chenopodium album and bonus-henricus: you can gather their seeds;

•

Galinsoga spp., popping up again, you can cook it as you would with spinach;

•

Plantago lanceolata, major, media, coronopus: leaves, preferably at the center of the basal
rosette for they are more tender; seeds;

•

bay/laurel (Laurus nobilis L.): leaves, tiny branches you can use when cooking, berries;

•

oregano and marjoram: leaves and flowers;

•

daisies and chrysanthemums (Leucanthemum vulgare Lam. and Chrysanthemum
leucanthemum): flowers to be dried;

•

melissa, mint (leaves, flowers), pellitory; great burnet (Sanguisorba officinalis L., Poterium
officinale A. Gray);

•

seeds (if present) of various herbs belonging to the Umbelliferae family: wild fennel,
common hogweed (Heracleum sphondylium L.), cow parsley (Anthriscus sylvestris),
goutweed (Ægopodium podagraria L.), alexanders (Smyrnium olusatrum), Crithmum
maritimum, parsnip;

•

the fern Polypodium vulgare L. (rhizome);

•

Asphodelus albus Miller: tuber, where it is not protected and consciously prepared/
consumed;

•

wild thyme (Thymus serpyllum L.), leaves and flowers;

•

Jerusalem artichoke: this is the very right period to forage its tubers - when the aerial part
of the plant has completely dried); you can also gather its edible leaves and flowers;

•

clover (Trifolium pratense L.): last leaves and flowers.

As for trees, you can forage creeping pine (Pinus mugo Turra, 1764) and pine needles, silver fir
(Abies alba Mill., 1759) and Norway spruce (Picea abies (L.) H.Karst., 1881) needles, juniper,
larch - before they become yellow - cypress, laurel leaves. If you are in time, some leaves of lime
and maple (maybe to freeze and use if needed - the maple ones - or to dry for herbal teas the lime
ones).
Eventually, as far as flowers are concerned, there are not so many but still you can forage daisies
(Bellis perennis), wild carnations (Dianthus spp.), milfoil (Achillea millefolium: caution!
Achillea moschata growing in the Alps can not be foraged - it is protected -).
Chrysanthemums, cress flowers (Tropæolum majus), white horehound (Marrubium) and deadnettles (Lamium), several species of wild sage...

The botanical card of the wild plant of the month

Image from PFAF

Calluna vulgaris
Family: Ericaceae
It is a widespread and abundant plant in the moors, that in Italian are called brughiere from its
name brugo, and in the woods with acidic soil. It is evergreen and can be up to a meter high. It
has many tiny leaves on opposite sides. Its flowers are purple or white, shaped like bells,
gathered in ears, and you can forage them in August and September.
It is a tough and weedy plant covering vast areas.
When you step on it, it will not bend completely and it will not break; in fact, when there are
fires, it returns to live after a while, its new shoots sprouting from the old black stems.
It is a wild plant used since ancient times for so many uses: food for sheep and birds, as fuel; in
nordic countries they use it to cover roofs (as on cottages), to make basketware and wickerwork
and... it can be used as orange dye in fabric dyeing.

The flowers are very rich in nectar so they attract pollinator insects and Calluna honey is a real
delicacy.

Image from https://keyserver.lucidcentral.org/weeds/data/media/Images/calluna_vulgaris/callunavulgaris1gj.jpg

Recipes
Herbal tea of the moors
With Calluna flower tops, once well dried, you can prepare a very good herbal tea. In Scotland
according to the tradition it was Robert Burns who used to drink a herbal tea made with Calluna
flowers, blueberry and blackberry leaves, Persian speedwell (Veronica persica), thyme and wild
strawberry leaves.
Beer flavored with Calluna
Many centuries ago Calluna was used to flavor beer and a modern recipe from Orkney islands
suggests you can use, instead of hops: 4,5 litres of Calluna flowers for a kilo of malt extract; 750
grams of sugar and 9 litres of water. Skól!

How to make a Herbarium

First part

Taking inspiration from the previous card dedicated to Calluna vulgaris I take your hand and
show you how to make a herbarium, since a valuable help in learning by heart about wild herbs
as well as a lifelong personal reference, to refer to in times of doubt and curiosity is your
Herbarium.
In ancient times - in Italy, until 1950 - you were taught to make a herbarium even at school.
To simplify things, you can use a ring or a notebook, but also a block-notes, and each page will
“record” a plant.
It is necessary to indicate the family (e.g. Ericaceae), the botanical name (e.g. Calluna vulgaris),
which is written in italics. Usually after that there is a L. meaning Linnaeus, the one who gave
the name to the plant itself. I also like to mention particular names, dialect names, foreign names.
Why am I always writing botanical names in brackets? —> because it is the only way plants are
recognized universally, without incurring mistakes or doubts or bad interpretations.
During my classes many participants asked me if you can avoid learning by heart - because it’s
all about that - all these Latin names, hard to remember.
Actually you need to change your attitude and perspective: these names often do tell about our
plant and may be useful in identifying and avoiding “toxic twins”. For example, Chenopodium
album, commonly called (in Italian) farinello (i.e. “like flour”) or wild spinach, tells us a lot
about the herb: from the Greek chen “goose” and podion “foot”, because its leaf has a shape that
is similar to the goose foot; album is Latin for white and refers to the white powder on the leaf,
which distinguishes the plant.
[...continues on i Skogen! next issue!!!]

Autumn Folklore
Before the massive calendar publication people needed somehow to mark the days of the year.
In northern Europe, especially in the Germanic countries (including Great Britain), there was a
widespread use of perpetual wood calendars. In Norway, these were in use until the 18th century.
Called Clog Almanacs in English (clog originally meant: 1. a piece of worked wood, i.e. carved;
2. a weight, such as a block or a trunk, that could be tied to a person or animal to hinder
movement. This term is still used - in the sense of worked wood - in the current English word for
"wooden shoe") and primstav , rimstock (from Old Norse remur, "calendar"), messedagstav and
runekalender in the Nordic languages are very often solar calendars and so they follow the old
Julian calendar. Some have more marks that allow moon-based holiday calculations (such as
Easter).
The present Gregorian calendar entered into use around the 1700s, but the primstaves were still
made for the strong tradition they represent. This tradition continues in a different form. On the
internet, many examples of the word primstav refer to online school calendars - from nursery to
university -. Others, on private web pages, list national, local or personal holidays - they are
essentially modern "event calendars".
It is thought that the word primstav derives from the Latin term used to denote the new moon Prima Lunæ.
Norwegian primstav, summer side and winter side from http://www.gjestekro.no/merkedag.htm

Most primstav look like rulers with the English system on one side and the metric on the other.
Compared to rulers, however, primstav use both sides of the ruler. Each side of the ruler shows
six months, or half of the year. One side, called the winter side, runs from October 14th to April
14th. The summer side covers the rest of the year. They recognize each other because October
14th is marked by the traditional symbol of the mitten.
Primstav are larger than rulers, while their thickness is just like that of wooden rulers. Most
antique primstav were made of wood or bone, although there are some made in brass. One side
of these rulers was devoted to decorations, and served as a "handle". Many had holes to hang
them to the wall.
Along with the notches for each day, holidays were marked with the appropriate symbols. Some
primstav have a square cross section: in this case, each side has three months marked on an edge.
There was no space for the signs then on the other side. Sometimes primstav were embedded in
walking sticks.
Whatever their shape was, they were still useful and decorative.
Some believe that these calendars originate from pre-Christian tribal ages. Germanic tribes may
have used them to keep track of festivals, important dates for nature and the farm such as
sowing, harvesting, slaughter, good hunting and good fishing, as well as meeting opportunities
for the tribe .
Probably they used the ancient Germanic/Scandinavian runes along with the symbols.
The oldest primstav dates back to 1200, after the christianization of Scandinavia. Sometimes
called runestavs , even if they do not have runes on them. The symbols are used to mark the days
of the saints, and have been adapted to recover space and make wood engravings simpler. In the
folklore tradition, these days were associated with nature and the important dates for farm work.
Which merkedager were indicated and which traditions were followed varied from place to
place.
Some days have names composed by "name" -s-ok form. Ok is a popular rendition of the Latin
vagilia word (in Norwegian vaka, in English watch or wake). It refers to a night of religious
vigil. Imagine the valiant young knight praying in a chapel all night before his investment
ceremony - not to mention the stereotyped Irish vigil -. Vaka became oka that turned into ok or
uk. S is a bond letter often used in Scandinavian languages to form composite words, and is also
a sign of possession (such as the Saxon genitive in English, so to speak). For example, June 29th,
dedicated to St. Peter (Per), is Persok.
As to symbols, most saints have one or more associated symbols. These were often simplified to
be used as signs on primstav. Popular use has added a folkloric meaning to their original
Christian meanings - so we have the transformation of the scale used to weigh the soul after
death into a symbol for a regional market day -. A small cross or a half cross instead of a full one
indicated that a less important celebration was celebrated on a given day. The meaning of some
symbols has unfortunately been lost. Many days have associated weather forecast.
The information that follows on each merkedag is derived from Danish, Norwegian and
Icelandic sources that I translated. Most of them, of course, have their origins in folklore,
sometimes a common European one, tracing back to very ancient times, sometimes Christian
traditions.

These are the most common merkedager used in Norwegian primstav.
Every merkedag is combined with its local names and a sketch or at least one of its symbols. The
“modern” division in Autumn, Winter, Spring and Summer is followed (so in the next i Skogen!
issue you’ll find wintertime primstav side!).
In the ancient lunar calendars used in the North there were thirteen months, and the points where
the months were divided were different from our modern solar calendar. September is part of a
month and part of another: the first, Tvimengda or Tvimånad, began in August and ended
September 20th; the second, which extended until October, was called Haustmånad - Autumn or
the harvest month -: and we start right from here.
The first time I saw a primstav I was at Rondane, a place that inspired many writers and, in
particular, Henrik Ibsen who set his Peer Gynt (1867) partly in this area rich in mountains: in Act
2, scene IV, they talk about them, how "tower after tower" they grow like a bright gate. It is a
remote area and therefore probably for this reason primstav use has also been preserved.
September

21st - Matteusmesse, Mattismesse om hausten (the Autumn mass of St. Matthew)
- symbols: an ax, a ram, a fish or a running horse. St. Matthew - the tax collector - was killed in
Persia with an ax. In Romerike this day is called Mattias lauvriver (Matthew “the one who tears
the leaves”/”the breaker”) since it is often such a windy day to drop down the last leaves from
the trees. Forage is harvested for the winter season. And again this day bears are engaged in
gathering moss and grass for their winter den.

29th (or 24th or 30th) - Mikkelsmesse or Mikeli (Michaelmass – “mass of St. Michael” -)
- symbols : scale, lur (“long horn”), a halo head, an archangel’s trombone, or wings - to honor
the archangel Michael, who leads the angels to fight the forces of evil -. It was said that Michael
measured the value of a person’s soul with a scale. This is an important holiday. You eat the
cakes of St. Michael and other special food, and the harvest ends. In many places today there is a
market - a popular interpretation of the symbol of the scale -. It was the day to change the
employees, move them, and pay loans. In this day many people also celebrate the pre-Christmas
harvest or some kind or Thanksgiving celebration. This night all animals must be under a roof
otherwise “they will see what will happen to them the following year”.
After this day, you are no longer safe if it snows.

October - it contains the last half of the old harvest month, and at mid-month the ancient
gormånad (the mouth of slaughter; gor is Old Norse for “blood”) begins, and with it, the winter
side of primstav.

4th - St, Francis
- symbols: half a cross, cross and tower; in Sweden: a fish, a cloister, or a cross and a book.
7th - (or 9th) Britemesse, Bruemesse (for St. Birgitta from Vadstena, Sweden)
- symbols: a book or a tablet, a house, one or more arrows, rings, the cross, or a crown. Birgitta
(died in 1373) founded a convent in Sweden. In Telemark and in Setesdal the symbol was
sometimes a tree, a bush or twigs of heather. People from this area believed this was the day
when the bear began to dig his den and picked up heather to fill it.
This day was also called Kåldagen (the Day of Kale/Cabbage); you had to collect cabbages and
keep them for the winter season. In some places in this period there is a warmer weather that is
called Brittesommar (“the summer of Birgitta”).

9th - Dinesmesse (St. Dionysos or St. Dennis)
- symbols: the bishop’s rod, a fish or a flag. St. Dennis, the first bishop of Paris, was martyred in
286. On this day a strong wind is expected to drop all leaves from the trees.

14th - Vinternatt/Vettradagen, Calixtusdag (Winter day/Winter night, St. Callistus' day)
- symbols: mitten, glove, leafless tree, papal tiara. St. Callistus was pope from 217 to 222. This
was the first day of the New Year for the ancient Scandinavian, the first day of winter, and the
first of three days that celebrated the beginning of winter. It also marked the beginning of the
"winter side" of primstav. In pagan times, the offerings of this day welcomed in the winter to
ensure a good following year.

Several housework were done to ensure good fortune and wealth. Now the cold weather starts for
real, and the weather of day was the forecast for the next time of year (or winter).
In some places, seasonal employees were changed on this day. After this day, horses must wear
sledge bells.

18th - Lukosmesse (St. Luca’s mass)
- symbols: an ox, a butcher’s desk, a cross or a picture of Mary. St. Luca is the patron saint of
physicians and painters. In Christian art he is often painted with a winged ox. So, in some places,
today is the day to slaughter animals. From now on it rains a lot, and people believed the flood
had taken place this time of the year. In Västergötland, in Sweden, this day was called Kål-Lukas
(“Lucas of the cabbage”). By today you have to collect all vegetable and roots.

21st - Ursulamesse, 11000 Virgins, the Day of the Maid, the Day of St. Mogen
- symbols: a boat on the ground, an arrow, a palm branch, women, a ring, or a crown.
In memory of St. Ursula and the 11.000 virgins who were killed outside Cologne where they
were coming back after a pilgrimage to Rome. The Huns, who killed them, were hunted by the
heavenly ranks, and St. Ursula became the holy patron saint of Cologne. The number of the
virgins is incorrect, they should only be eleven. Misunderstanding was born when martyr M and
virgin V were added to Roman numerals for the number 11 (XI) - so in archives you find XI.M.V
-.
On this day, ships should be put in their winter shelters. You don’t have to work with objects that
move “round” - like arcs, mills, etc. (the round symbol reminds just this) -. The name St.
Mogen’s Day seems to be derived from Magnus, an Earl from Orkney islands. He has many days
dedicated to him in the calendar.

28th Simonsmesse, Førebod (St. Simon’s Mass, preparation)
- symbols: chains or straps for threshing, spear, (two-armed) cross, or a branch with two leaves.
This day honors the apostles Simon and Judas, missionaries in Persia. Simon was martyred under
Trajan in 107, “sawn until death”. He became patron saint of woodcutters. A Judas Thaddaeus
(Jude in English, the patron of lost causes) is also mentioned together, and they share the same
day. In ancient time, this day was called “the Mass of the Two Apostles”.

Today, rather than grazing animals, it is best to start giving them winter food. After this day
you’ll be waiting for snow and you could start using your sleigh.
November is remaining part of the month, devoted to slaughter and it also includes about two
thirds of Ylir, the next among ancient months.

1 - Helgemesse, Allehelgensdag (the Mass of saints, the day of all saints)
- symbols: a ship, one or more crosses, a house, a tray with a cross, a book, a chinstrap (a
bandage on one’s neck which characterizes the monastic dress), a ship upside down. The day is
celebrated in memory of saints and all those who are in heaven. If in this day there was a strong
thunderstorm, there would also be in spring. On this day you needed to bake bread for winter.
This feast day was established by Pope Gregory IV in the eighth century. It was retired in 1770,
during a holiday reduction period, but people still celebrate it.
It is said that dreams of this night will come true. Go to sleep in a room where you have never
slept. Clean it with a new broom, made before Jonsok (June 24th) by someone you never spoke
to while he was making it. Take some cheese, a bit of rutabaga (Swedish turnip), and a ladder.
Go to sleep and try to remember your dreams on awakening. To ensure good dreams, put a piece
of meat, a piece of broom and a piece of rutabaga under your pillow. As for the symbols, it is
said that the ship represents catholic church, but it also means that ship trips were over for the
season.

2nd - Alle Sjelers Dag (the day of all souls)
- symbols: an image representing different people, a church. In memory of all those who are in
purgatory so that those who are still alive should pray. In this day there should be no knitting or
spinning, because the yarn would be tangled and the result would be of poor quality.

11th - Mortensmesse, Bjørnekvelden (St. Martin’s Mass, Bear’s Evening)
- symbols: a duck, a pig, a bishop’s miter, a bishop’s rod. In memory of St. Martin, bishop of
Tours (died in 397), patron saint of France. When he was elected bishop, he hid himself in a
group of ducks attempting to avoid his election. Ducks made a big noise and he was discovered.
Since then people use to eat duck on this day. Ducks and geese were not a common farm animal
on the Scandinavian peninsula, so there they usually had pork. On this day all those animals that
could not be fed during the winter were slaughtered.

No "respectable mill" would have to grind today. Bears went into their den. You needed to be
well prepared because "winter takes its revenge on your jaw and on your full belly". If it rains
today, there will be snow or rain for the next 50 days. Martin is the patron saint of herds, poor,
sick, and close friends.

21st - Marimesse, the offer to Mary (Mary’s mass, Mary’s presentation to the temple)
- symbols: a cross with rays, a head crowned with a halo. When she was three, Mary was brought
to the temple in Jerusalem by her parents. Today we measure garters (to hold socks) for young
people, and sheets, threads and garters were taken with a tithe of wool to the priest’s women. It is
presumed that these women were caregivers, or kept the parish. Before government protection,
parishes had supplies of food, clothing, and other essential necessities for lean times. The use of
community supplies for difficult times is prior to the advent of Christianity.

23rd - Klementsmesse, Båtsok, (St. Clement’s Mass, the day when you look at the boats)
- symbols: anchor, church, papal crown. St. Clement I (pope, 92-101) was exiled from Rome and
sent to work in Crimea for punishment. He destroyed pagan temples and built churches. When
Trajan discovered it, he ordered Clement to be killed. A legend tells that he was drowned in the
Black Sea with an anchor attached to his neck. In the ecclesiastical art he is often represented
with an anchor. The anchor symbol for this day indicates that on this day all ships/boats must be
anchored. On this day one should not give much food to children, to let them learn the meaning
of the Jul (Christmas) season. Winter storms come in today, and great frost is expected. Clement
is the patron saints of sailors..

25th - Karimesse, Kari med rokken, Sancta Katharine, Mass mjøbinge (St. Catherine’s Mass,
Karl with a spinning wheel)
- symbols: spinning wheel, sword, crown, wheel, arms of a cross on a chevron (“hooked
parentheses”, from French chevron “truss”). Celebration day of St. Catherine of Alexandria.
According to legend, she was placed on a wheel and tortured, under the Emperor Maximinus.
There was a miracle, and the wheel broke in pieces. So she was beheaded. She is usually
represented with a broken wheel. In folklore tradition the spinning wheel is usually a reference to
the wheel, as this was the weaving season. A popular saying says that she spins a ray of light
until Jul (“Christmas”). If today there is good weather, there will be beautiful Christmas candles.

30th - Andreasmesse (St. Andrew’s Mass)
- symbols: St. Andrew’s Cross (“X” Cross), a hook, or a trap for a fox. This day was also called
Andreas Fiskar (“Andrew the fisherman”) - he was the patron saint of fishermen) -. People today
have to fish for Christmas lunch and dinner. The wood to be engraved must be set aside for the
season, for the night work during winter. In Beiarn (Nordland, Norway) this day is called JulAnders, and people jul-ander-ed, that is dressed well they visited other farmers at dinner time.
The traditional dish (in the Beiarn area) of this day was sheep’s head and legs, and visitors had to
eat legs. First they were asked where they came from. They had to prove to come from a nearby
dale. If they did not like the served meal, a teasing rhyme was sung aloud.

Note: All references herein are Norwegian except where otherwise specified.
Bibliography:
1. Primstaven, Breivega, Titta H., Det Norske Samlaget (publication date is unknown). 2. Historien om en primstav, Werenskiold,
Werner, og Durban, Arne, Aktieselskapet Norsk Aluminium Company, Oslo, 1944
3. Tidsskrift for Valdres Historielag, “Gamle merkjidaga” published by O.K. Ødegaard, Gjøvik, Mariendals Boktrykkeri, pages
217, 1931.

Botanical Dyes
by Elena Villa

Essentials on the history of dyeing
Man has been dyeing his textiles for millennia. Due to the perishability of the supports - tissues - archaeological
evidence is scarce, but present anyway since the Neolithic.
Indeed, the use of dye itself is in some sense a sign of development of our civilization, as it was not an activity
necessary to survive but already cultural, made for reasons, we can say, that were immaterial. Why dyeing? For
aesthetics, to differentiate, to symbolize jobs or roles, in the same way different garments were chosen and people
covered themselves in jewelry.
Of course - it is just the case - the choice of shades was bound to the availability of dyeing substances in the habitat.
Therefore every community, every geographic area, each people has used their own plants and, to a lesser extent,
animal or mineral substances, to dye, each obtaining a range of their own. In Egypt reds and yellows prevailed, with
henna, saffron and turmeric.
India was the homeland of blue, obtained from a plant called Indigo.
The Jewish people used mainly browns and blacks, from galls and bitumen.
Mayans, Aztecs and Inca were wearing colorful garments thanks to barks, wood, roots and to the small insect called
cochineal.
And in Italy?
In northern regions common madder ( Rubia tinctoria ), dyer’s rocket ( Reseda luteola ) and dyer’s woad/glastum
( Isatis tinctoria ), dyeing botanicals par excellence , are witnessed by the lake-dwelling civilization.
In central and southern regions the trade between Etruscans, Greeks and Phoenicians spread the dyeing specialties of
the various Mediterranean countries: spices such as saffron and the famous Phoenician purple of the Murex , so dear
to the Roman symbology.
In the Middle Ages the development of the Arts, consortia of artisans of the towns, has preserved, innovated and
contributed to the transmission of the dyeing knowledge.
With the maritime revolution on intercontinental journeys Asia and America came to hand, and with them their dye
plants: indigo, cochineal, woods and roots.
Until the nineteenth century dying has always been made with natural materials; then it too followed the course of
technological development, becoming synthetic and then industrial: it is in 1856 that the first artificial dye was
discovered, by chance, by the English Perkins: a purple obtained from aniline.
From this moment onwards, the use of natural dyes begins to collapse until it completely falls in disuse.
From this moment on, the use of natural dyes begins to collapse until it falls completely in disuse.
But in the 1990s something has changed: people have begun to gain a new awareness of the importance of
environment; institutions have begun to work to protect our planet; we have witnessed this phenomenon, still in the
making, of a “return to Nature”, which today makes us think on what we are eating, breathing, how we are moving.
And also about how we dress. Inside this “awakening of consciousness” also natural dyes are beginning again,
ancient techniques are studied, forgotten handicrafts are rediscovered and traditions that once were common are
experienced again.

Botanical dyeing, dyeing with plants
Plants have always been the key ingredient in dyeing. As with all “natural” areas this does not mean in always and in
any case healthier - let’s think to poisonous plants! - but in this case, the return to the old is certainly meaningful,
especially if it is included in an overall “slow” or “green” lifestyle, to say it in a fashion way, or simply slow and
ecological.
Botanical dyes only works on fiber of vegetal and animal origin: wool, cotton, silk, linen, soy viscose. We are surely
grateful to technology that today has developed technical fabrics for the most varied and extreme needs, but for
everyday clothing the sensation of soft cotton on the skin is priceless...
Natural fabrics, no synthetic dyes or chemical treatments: the allergen potential is thus cleared, there are no
pollutants, skin and the environment thank you... but it’s not just this.
Dyeing with plants is a slow processing, which requires patience and “mental opening”: the dyer should not be in a
hurry, nor require precision, reproducibility and certainty like an industrial processing. There is a lot of
unpredictable and uncontrollable in chromatic output, and you have to be willing to accept that botanical dye is by
no means an exact science. On the contrary, you have to accept and understand that all this is part of its magic. The
same plant can give different shades depending on the season, the soil where it grew, the hardness of water. It is
impossible to get the same nuance twice, there is no “color folder”! If you understand this feature is a beauty, that
patience and the long years of dyeing experiments needed to regain an ancient craftmanship are a value, that
bringing local traditions back to life is a tribute to our culture... then you are ready to learn and enjoy botanical
dyeing.
The technique of botanical dyeing consists in extracting the dyeing elements from the plants that contain them so to
transfer them to the longest possible way in a fabric.
Two “macro phases” are identified: the preparation of the color bath that extracts pigments from the plant, and the
boiling (or other warning method) of tissues in the color bath itself.
Of course some other preparatory and finishing steps are necessary, which we will see later, but basic is, first of all,
the raw material: plants. Which are dyeing, which nuances they give, how should they be chosen?

Wild dyeing plants
As we have seen in the Essentials paragraph, each country and culture has used and uses its own vegetable, mineral
or animal dye sources; today, even more than in the past, it is easy to access dyeing material from even very far
away geographic and climatic areas, and no one prevents us from doing so if we wish. But in order to be more
coherent and eco-friendly, thus also looking at the local source of our raw material by avoiding long intercontinental
transport, and also looking at tradition, my personal choice is to use, above all, plants not only, as we say today,
“zero km” (from local sources), but also mostly wild.
This certainly is an individual decision. Oriental or tropical plants are very famous in the world of natural dyeing,
such as avocado with its coral pink or indigo ( Indigofera tinctoria ) with its blue and deep blue. If for some of these
colours - pinks for example - we have a huge choice in the European flora, actually less for blues; berries and the
fruits of our forests, as well as common cabbage, which gives wonderful blue nuances, are not stable to be washed
and light. Woad ( Isatis tinctoria) would be the most obvious alternative since it has been used for centuries to get a
very intense blue, but the process for color extraction from this plant is very long and complex. It will therefore be a
choice of each to buy indigo extracted from ready-made woad; or use the exotic Indigofera ; or to obtain “local”
nuances of blue with other methods - the overlapping of yellow and green dyes -; or eventually to have fun with our
berries or humble cabbage, enjoying the surprise of a dyed fabric that will turn pink, lilac, grey or slowly vanish
ready for a new dye.
Just look around to find wild dyeing plants, indeed some of them are already in your kitchen (we’ll talk about it
later).
An interesting and fun aspect of botanical dyeing is just looking for raw materials, which in addition to being very
instructive brings us outdoors, to be fit and to teach us to look at the city with new eyes, discovering the beauty and
the benefit even of a humble “weed”.

Of course dyeing with plants is a seasonal activity, that is it follows, for obvious reasons, the rhythms of the year:
having different plants at different times we will get peculiar colours for each period.
We are entering with a rapid pace from summer into autumn, so let’s take our gloves, shears and tote bags and go
outside to look for wild herbs typical of these seasons.
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YELLOW
European goldenrod/woundwort ( Solidago virgaurea)
The flowered tops give nuances that vary according to the harvest time: acid green at the beginning of summer
(July), warm yellow at the end (September-October); using the entire plant, including its stem, you will get a graygreen.
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GREEN
Wild carrot ( Daucus carota )
The typical umbrella flower dances in all summer meadows, and towards autumn it closes like a nest. Be careful not
to confuse it with hemlock! Its leaves give a lively and gritty yellow green.

Daucus carota L. © Eleonora Matarrese 2017

Dyeing with Daucus carota L. © Elena Villa 2017

BROWN
Walnut ( Juglans regia )
Macerate walnuts in water for long, better if they are still green so that they will give a peculiar black brown that
will last long.

Dyeing with St. John’s Wort ( Hypericum perforatum ) © Elena Villa 2017

PURPLE
Pokeberry ( Phytolacca L.)
A shrub you can find almost everywhere on the edges of the roads; it is very coloring and can also be used to create
inks. Its brilliant purple, however, it is not durable.
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PINK
Beech ( Fagus sylvatica)
The dark leaves of the beech give a firm and durable pink.

Dyeing with willow © Elena Villa 2017

Dyeing with poppy © Elena Villa 2017
BLUE
Cabbage ( Brassica oleracea var. capitata rubra)
Unfortunately the amazing blue from the cabbage often is not durable, but it is worth it to try.

Dyeing with red cabbage © Elena Villa

How to’s
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How to stain
In order to prepare fibers to receive the colour, most often it is necessary to stain: it means fibers will absorb
substances that help to take and keep colours.
Animal protein-based fibers, such as wool and silk, or vegetable like those derived from soy, often do give good
results even without staining. Vegetable fibers such as linen, cotton, hemp, on the contrary, do require this treatment
to make the most of it.
Traditionally, mostly mineral stains have been used, such as rock alum or ferrous solutions; vegetable stains have
also been used, such as walnut galls or macerated soy.
Staining has to be made on the clean fiber, previously soaked in water (no soap!) and then well rinsed. You put your
selected stain and the fiber in a steel or aluminium pot (the latter itself has a mild staining effect) with clean water,
and let simmer for an hour.
Wool and silk can have their colour bath even without have them stained before, they just need to be well washed
and clean.

How to extract the colour bath
To prepare the colour bath is the most common operation for all vegetables: you put the various dyeing parts of the
plant in water to extract all the colour.
Boiling time may vary, some plants do require some preparatory work such as soaking or drying, but it is very
important to experiment. The colour obtained in the bath will not always be the same colour on the fabric.
Once ready, usually after at least half an hour/one hour of boiling, you drain the colour bath by filtering it to remove
the plant residues. The colour bath can be reused and also stored in your fridge.
An ultimate ecological solution is to prepare the colour bath without using burners, simply placing the pot in the sun
for several days as it is or inside a “solar oven” made with mirrored panels. You will obviously need more time and
not all plants can be used with it: the most delicate will root in a few hours!

Dyeing your fibers
Once the fiber or fabric is stained and the colour bath is ready, you can go on with the dye itself. You need to stretch
the fabric or to gently wrap the fiber in skeins (not like balls of yarn!) in the pot, along with the colour bath, and let it
simmer for about an hour or so until your desired intensity is reached. Depending on the plant, you will need a more
or less concentrated colour bath, that is a quantity of plants bigger or smaller compared to the water and the weight
of the fabric to be dyed.
When boiling is over, let it cool; take your fabric from the pot and squeeze it out carefully. Rinse it with clean water
and hang it out in the shade.
[...continues on next issue!]
Would you like to contact Elena?
Here’s how:
Website: www.tuttosicrea.com
Instagram: www.instagram.com/tuttosicrea
Facebook: www.facebook.com/tuttosicrea
Shop: http://tuttosicrea.etsy.com and http://tuttosicrea,tictail.com

In your kitchen with the Wheel of the Year
by Eleonora Matarrese
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The wheel of the year represents the natural cycle of seasons, commemorated by man with the celebration of eight
sabbat.
All of Nature’s things are cyclical, including the flow of time, which is imagined as a wheel running steadily. The
flow of seasons is reflected in our lives: birth, growth, destiny and death. Our ancestors knew it well, and there are
several triads of women who represent this: the Parcae, the Norns...
Usually there are four main and four minor sabbat: the main ones are associated with the cycles of agriculture and
livestock, in ancient times their date was determined on the basis of the heliac rising of some stars which were easily
visible to the naked eye.
According to tradition, every sabbat took three days, starting from the sunset of the previous day (in Celtic culture,
for example, the day began at sunset).
They are:
- Samhain or Calenda, the “New Year’s Day”, which corresponds to the heliacal rising of Antares (Alpha Scorpii)
and is celebrated on/around October 31st;
- Imbolc or Candlemas, the holiday of the return of light, which corresponds to the heliacal rising of Capella (Alpha
Auriga) and is celebrated on/around February 2nd;
- Beltaine or May Day, i.e. summer, which corresponds to Aldebaran’s heliacal rising (Alpha Taurus) and is
celebrated on/around May 1st;
- Lughnasadh, the harvest festival, which corresponds to Sirius’ heliacal rising (Alpha Canis major) and is celebrated
around August 1st.
These astronomical coincidences were exact in the Iron Age but today they no longer correspond due to the
combined effect of nutation and precession phenomena.

The four minor sabbat are:
- Yule, celebrated around 21-22 December;
- Ostara, celebrated around March 22-23;
- Litha celebrated around 21-22 June;
- Mabon celebrated around September 21-22.
They are calculated based on the solar cycle and coincide with the two solstices and the two equinoxes.

To Autumn
O Autumn, laden with fruit, and stained
With the blood of the grape, pass not, but sit
Beneath my shady rood, there thou may’st rest,
And tune thy jolly voice to my fresh pipe;
And all the daughters of the year shall dance,
Sing now the lusty song of fruits and flowers.
[William Blake]

By September in the Northern Hemisphere the Autumn Equinox, Mabon, comes: the first of the "dark semester"
festivities. In the time of the Eleusinian Mysteries, autumn equinox was when Persephone descended into the Hades
and Demeter felt sorrow.
The separation between lovers (or that between mother and daughter) is one of the dominant themes of this holiday.
After sacrificing its vital essence to Mother Earth, the god is now at the threshold of the underworld, becoming the
symbol of the transition from life to death.
Sacrificing in her, he impregnates her womb of his own essence and is held inside her as a promise, for he is life.
In the ancient tradition, during this "incubation" period, the god is called Mabon, "Son of the Mother," from the
autumn to the Twelfth Night, or January 6th.
Mabon, "Great Son," is a Welsh god. He was a great hunter with an agile horse and a beautiful hunting dog.
Probably is the result of the mythology of a great leader of the time. Mabon was abducted by his mother, Modron
("Great Mother"), when he had only three days but was rescued by King Arthur (other legends say he was saved by
an owl, an eagle and a salmon). During this time Mabon lives, captive and happy, in the magical world of Modron her womb -. This is why he can be born again. Mabon's light has been brought to the world, gathering strength and
wisdom, in such a way as to become a new seed.
In this sense, Mabon is the male counterpart of Persephone, as well as the male fertilizer principle. Modron instead
corresponds to Demeter.
Mabon is the feast of the equinox, the day that is halfway between the two solstices; it is a time of balance, when
darkness and light are the same; and astronomically Autumn begins. It is celebrated at the end of the most laborious
period of the year in which the second harvest is made.
The productive and reproductive cycle is completed, leaves begin to turn yellow and animals begin to stock up on
supplies in view of cold months.
Many migratory species - such as swallows - start their long journey southward.
The swan is the bird of the equinox as a symbol of the immortality of the soul and the guide of the dead in the
afterlife.
It's time for budgets: we see what we've sown during the year, and we can see what fruits we have harvested.
During this period, the fields were filled with a large number of local and regional rites with the common
denominator of thanksgiving and the supplicating prayer for the difficult coming season to be mild.

The period of the autumn equinox was also called Michaelmas or Michael Supremo, the day dedicated to the
archangel of fire and light and Lucifer's alter ego.
The month of September was also the time when the Great Eleusinian Mysteries were performed, based on the
symbolism of wheat.
Moreover, it is time for wine making, from picking to pressing grapes and until wine is brought in the dark of the
barrels.
The process of fermenting grapes took place with procedures that were once accompanied by specific rituals and
was seen as a symbol of the spiritual transformation that takes place during initiations and mysterious rituals in the
darkness of underground sanctuaries.
Mabon is actually seen as an initiatic feast, aimed at seeking a new level of awareness.
It is time to turn to one’s own inner reality: in the descending part of the Wheel of the Year we’ll travel within
ourselves, we enter the dark time to reflect upon the mysteries of transformation through death.
In Celtic mythology Mabon (Celtic for "young man" or "divine son"), Welsh god of youth, vegetation and crops,
was the son of Modron and Mellt. He was a hunter god, whose cult was spread throughout northern Britain and,
according to legend, was abducted to his mother three days after his birth. He then went to Annwn until he was
rescued by Culhwch. Because of his stay at Annwn, Mabon remained young forever.
According to Celtic mythologist M. J. Green, the myth of Mabon is associated with the Maponus of the RomanBritish inscriptions, which she calls "Celtic Apollo." Some consider it approachable to Demeter or Persephone
because of the strong analogies in these myths.
In the Culhwch and Olwen Tale, as told in Hergest's Red Book, Mabon is the son of Modron. Indeed their names
only mean "son" and "mother". Mabon is carried off Modron the third night of his birth, and he no longer knows
anything until he is found in a prison by Culech and Arthur who had gone to his quest. The fortress can only be
reached by water; at the time of his release Mabon is the oldest living creature. In this mythological Welsh tale
Mabon, then, has the role of a hunter: he pursues the magical wild boar Twech Trwyth, recovering from his ears the
razor and comb necessary for Culhweh to end his long search.
There are many points of great interest in Mabon's nature: first of all, his father's name is never mentioned: he is the
"Son of the Mother", and Modron himself could be seen as an ancient Mother Goddess .
Another aspect to keep in mind is the possible link with other stories: three-day Mabon’s abduction closely recalls
Pryderi of Rhiannon’s kidnapping told in the First Branch of Mabinogi. Are Mabon and Pryderi the same person?
You can also link the character of Mabon, the Divine Young, to that of the Irish Oengus, the son of Boann and
Dagda.
Third point: the Mabon of Welsh literature is almost certainly recognizable in the God Maponus, worshipped in
northern Britain and in Chamalieres, in Central Gallia.
(Miranda Jane Green, Dictionary of Celtic Mythology, Rusconi editore, 1998, Milan, pp. 174-175)
And again:
Maponus, a sort of Celtic Apollo, Maponus (“Divine Young Boy” or “Divine Son”) was worshipped in northern
Britain in Roman times. In Chesterholm (the ancient Vidolana) a singular silver plate was found, a crescent moon
shape, with the inscription “Deo Mapono”. On some dedications, the name of the god is linked to that of Apollo, for
example at Corbridge. The Cosmographia of the unknown author from Ravenna mentions a “locus Maponi” that
could be in Dumfries or in Galloway, Southern Scotland. The dedications imply that Maponus was probably
associated with music and poetry: on a Hexham altar his identity fused together with that of Apollo. On a dedication
in Rochester, instead, Maponus appears on a stone next to a hunting Goddess, so he can be convincingly linked to
Mabon, the Divine Young Boy of Culhwch and Owen’s tale, in which he is present as a hunter.
Note that the worship of Maponus was not limited to Britain alone; the god was also worshipped at Bourbonne-lesbaines, while in Chamaliers (Puy de Dome) he was invoked on a defixio, a tablet in lead where a curse was
engraved.
(Miranda Jane Green, Dictionary of Celtic Mythology, Rusconi Editore, 1998, Milan, page 180).

Mabon is often interpreted as the morning sun prisoner of the night, which Celts already intended as the
representation of the divine young boy’s force, a benevolent one, blocked by unfavorable circumstances, which was
necessary to be free. (Sylvia and Paula F. Botheroyd, Mitologia Celtica - Lessico sui Miti - Keltia, Aosta 2000, p.
180).
A 9th century document from Savigny Abbey (Rhône department) mentions a “spring of Maponus”; an actor of
Bourbounnes les Baines - perhaps in honor of Apollo - and a potter of Glanum carried the name of god.
In 1968 in Clermond Ferrand a lead-colored slate written in Gallic came to light, with one of the longest texts: an
invocation to the "divine Maponus of the Arverni, the eternal young man...", which perhaps was related to the Gallic
revolt of 68 AD.
Six epigraphs in North England are mostly known as the "Apollo-Maponus" connection. The Lochmaben and
Maporiton villages as well as the Clochmabenstane, a megalith pillar south of Gretna, all three in Dumfriesshire
County, testify to the presence of Maponus worship in Scotland. It is to be assumed that the stone that for centuries
served as a central gathering point is the Locus Maponi quoted in the “Cosmographia Ravennae” of the seventh
century.
(Sylvia and Paul F. Botheroyd, Mitologia Celtica - Lessico sui Miti, Dèi ed Eroi , Keltia, Aosta 2000, p. 190).
Mabon is also known as Secunda, a time of passage, when the doors between the visible and the invisible world
become thin. Our ancestors in this period celebrated Mithra, Lord of the cosmos, who was seen as an intermediary
between gods and mortal beings. During this time sacred rituals were held where the grain had a spiritual
symbolism, the myth of Demeter and Persephone was celebrated, a gateway to the great ritual for the initiates.
Persephone, this season, descends with Hades in the underworld where she will be forced to stay every year for three
months, when the earth will be deprived of Demeter’s fruitfulness.
According to tradition, Secunda spiritually completes the stage of harvest begun at Lammas; Grape and Verbena are
the magic symbols during this time, in fact, once the cult of Dionysus, the God of wine and of inebriation, was
celebrated.
The Druids call this celebration Mea’n Fo’mhair, and they honor the Green Man, the god of the forest, offering
libations to the trees. In Welsh this period is also known as Alban Elfed, which means “Autumn Light”.
This is the time of year when again day and night are the same (12 hours) as for spring equinox. The word
“equinox” comes from Latin and means “equal time of both night and day”. After this celebration, the descent to
winter brings an increase in darkness and colder temperatures. This is the time of the year when the night conquers
the day.
After the Autumn equinox days get shorter and nights get longer. For astrologers, this is the time when the Sun
enters the Libra sign, represented by a scale that adequately reflects the balance between day and night of the
equinox. This was also the time when farmers picked up the crop and weighed it to sell it.
This is the second festival of the harvest season - at the beginning of the harvest, at Lammas, winter receded
underground, now in the autumn equinox it returns again on the land. For Celtic ancestors it was a moment of
reflection on the season that just passed, to celebrate the richness of nature and to accept that summer was over. The
harvest day is a time of rest after hard work, and a “thanksgiving ritual” for the fruits of nature.
This is the second festival of the harvest season - At the beginning of the harvest, at Lammas, winter retreated into
the subsoil, now in the autumn equinox it returns again to the ground -. For the Celtic ancestors it was a moment of
reflection on the season just passed, to celebrate the richness of nature and to accept that the summer was over. The
harvest day is a time of rest after hard work, and a thank-you ritual for the fruits of nature.
The full moon closest to the autumn equinox is called the harvest moon and farmers, within this full moon, had to
have collected everything: this is also part of the harvest celebration. Mabon was also the time when animals were
slaughtered and preserved (salted and smoked) to have enough food for the winter season.
In medieval times Catholic church replaced solstices and equinoxes celebrations with christianized occasions, so the
celebration for autumn equinox is St. Michael / Michaelmas.
The triple goddess - venerated by the ancient Britons - is now in her aspect of aged goddess, before reborn as a
virgin when the nature wheel will turn again.

Mabon’s traditions
The wicker man
There was a Celtic ritual for which the latest corn cob was dressed with clothes, or had herbs around it to make it
look like a man or a woman. It was believed that the sun or the spirit of the corn was trapped in the cob and it was
necessary to release it. This symbol was usually burned in celebration of this story and ashes spread across the fields.
It is (mistakenly) thought that this sacrifice is derived from the human sacrifices made by Druids.
In some areas the last sheaf was kept inside the house until next spring, when it would have been mixed to the soil
while ploughing.
In Scotland, the last sheaf of the crop is called “the Maiden”, and must be cut off by the youngest pregnant woman.

The corn dolls
From the last sheaf also the corn dolls were made. They were kept in the hous to keep away the evil spirits during
winter.
Apples
To honor the dead, it was traditional during Mabon days to place apples on graves, as a symbol of rebirth and
thanksgiving. This is also symbolic for the living who want to reunite with their dear deceased on one day.
Mabon is also known as the Feast of Avalon, from the meaning of Avalon which means “the land of apples”.
The feast is also a feast of thanksgiving for the fruits of the land and it underlines the need to share them with others
to ensure the blessing of the God and the Goddess during the winter months.
A traditional practice in pagan cultures is to walk through wild places collecting pods (or chestnuts) or dried plants,
which are then used to decorate the house.
The typical food during Mabon consists of late harvest fruits (cereals, fruit, vegetables, wheat, baked zucchini and
squash and beans).
Cultural aspects
For Christianity the dates of the equinoxes of two thousand years ago, therefore taking into account the phase shift
due to the precession of the equinoxes, correspond to the day and liturgical feast of John the Baptist (autumnal
equinox) and of Jesus (spring equinox = Annunciation). The September equinox marks the first day of the Mehr or
Libra in the Iranian calendar. It is one of the Iranian holidays called Jashne Mihragan, or the festival of sharing love
in Zoroastrianism.

The September equinox was the first day of the year in the French republican calendar, which was used from 1793 to
1805. The First French Republic was proclaimed and the French monarchy was abolished on September 21, 1792
making it the next day (equinox day) the first day of the Republican Era in France. The beginning of each year had
to be based on astronomical calculations (i.e. following the true course of the Sun and not the average of the other
calendars).
The UK harvest festival is celebrated on the Sunday of the full moon closest to the equinox in September. The midautumn festival is celebrated on the 15th day of the eighth lunar month and is an official holiday in many East Asian
countries. Since the lunar calendar is not in sync with the Gregorian calendar, this date can fall on any day between
mid-September and early October.

The Author’s Recipe goes wild!

“Yesterday I was clever, so I wanted to change the world.
Today I am wise, so I am changing myself”
Dalai Lama
Autumn pushes us to spend more time at home, and rediscover pleasures such as knitting, cooking or other hobbies
(I know many “little guys” who gathers during weekends to make their own beer ... we'll find their tricks in the next
issue of i Skogen! )... which best opportunity then to make wild and "woodsy" an Author’s recipe?
Let’s start dancing with the “sprouted burgers” by Carla Leni or La Cucina della Capra.
Carla lives in Emilia, below the sea level. After many years in a town she moved to the countryside with two cats,
her sweet partner, an even sweeter baby, a cheerful family of rooster and hens with names inspired by chivalric
romances... She moved from a tiny garden that looked like a jungle to a large garden that is slowly becoming
amazing: a vegetable garden, an orchard, many flowers. She’s one of the few people I know who always wants a jar
with a bunch of flowers in her house and ...most of the times they are wild!
Carla works in the social field, she likes photography, pizza, barley and soybean cappuccino, reading everything,
lying on her sofa with a blanket on, walking in the woods (ça va sans dire!!!), fog in the morning, cook at every hour
of the day and night, purrs, watching the same movie a thousand times.
She isn’t insolent and aggressive, she dislikes grades in school and outside, Brussels sprouts, advertising, racism,
sexism, in short... she has some issues with words ending in -ism.
And we agree with you Carla, Brussels sprouts apart! :D
She started blogging with La Cucina della Capra in the far 2011, when she decided to remove also animal-derived
ingredients from her table and her friends and parents were worried she was only to eat grass, just like goats, hence
the name of her blog... more than grass! Since then, she has got many followers, even if she is not a chef, or a health
fanatic guru: she just loves to eat healthy and does not want to point a way to follow but simply share her way to feel
better, eat better, in harmony with Nature.

Carla has also written a book, and from its pages we chose a recipe we have revisited in a wild key…

Sprouted Burgers
- for 6 burgers
Ingredients: 100 grams of sprouted dried lentils; 50 grams of sprouted buckwheat; 30 grams of pumpkin seeds; 4
tbsp potato starch; 100 grams of baked sweet potatoes; half onion; a carrot; a garlic clove; a tsp of cumin; a tsp of
turmeric; salt and pepper
Wild swaps:
•

Instead of buckswheat, you can use nettle seeds (Urtica dioica), amaranth seeds (Amaranthus retroflexus),
Brassicaceae seeds: Brassica rapa, Barbarea vulgaris, Alliaria petiolata , etc.

•

Instead of pumpkin seeds, use Plantago seeds, both lanceolata and other but preferably major since they are
larger and therefore “substantial” as well as tasty. Please remember that this plant is called “the mushroom of
the poor” because its taste reminds mushrooms a lot, especially porcini/ceps. If you are lucky enough to find
green Plantago inflorescences you can use those together with lentils to accentuate the mushroom flavour;

•

Instead of onion and garlic you can use a clove or small bulbs of any variety of wild garlic. If you want, you
can omit onion and add in the sandwich some Alliaria petiolata fresh leaves - autumn is like a new spring and
in the shady areas of the woods you can find its new green plants, shiny and succulent. Caution! Alliaria once
cooked loses its aroma;

•

Instead of cumin you can use Carum carvi seeds, also called Meridian Fennel, caraway or Persian cumin; and
instead of turmeric you can use safflower (Carthamus tinctorius).

Procedure: to germinate lentils and buckwheat (or wild seeds) just leave them soak for 12 to 24 hours: time may
vary depending on outside temperature. In any case, be careful to change water every 8 hours.
When seeds start to sprout you can drain them and store them in your fridge until you prepare the burgers, or place
them in a colander keeping them damp enough to grow sprouts a little more.

To prepare burgers put onion, garlic, spice in a blender and finely chop them. Add the sweet potato pulp and smooth
it all. Pour the creamy mixture into a bowl and mix in the sprouts, the pumpkin seeds (or other seeds) and starch,
then salt and pepper.
Helping with a round mold shape the burgers on a baking sheet covered in baking paper and bake at 180° for 30
minutes. Let them warm up before taking them from the pan and stuffing the sandwiches together with salad,
tomatoes, sliced onions (or leaves of Alliaria petiolata ) and a good sauce.
The wild trick : if you like celery, but even if you do not like it because you do not digest it, try to make sandwich
with Ægopodium podagraria leaves. Ground elder, herb gerard, bishop’s weed, goutweed, gout wort, snow-in-themountain or English/wild masterwort, has a taste celery/parsley-like but much more delicate and enjoyable and goes
very well with these burgers for its taste, in perfect harmony with the other ingredients!

Autumn in Your Kitchen by Eleonora Matarrese
Entrée: Jerusalem artichoke with wild sauce
Ingredients: Jerusalem artichokes, chopped Ægopodium podagraria, small wild capers, extra-virgin olive oil, marine
salt, black pepper, lemon, hard boiled eggs (optional).
Use more regular sized tubers; scrape the outer film (optional), wash them very well and with the help of a
mandoline slicer cut them into very thin slices.
Aside, prepare a salad with Ægopodium podagraria and a few small wild capers. Stir and season with extra-virgin
olive oil, salt, ground black pepper and lemon juice. If desired, you can then crumble over this carpaccio some hard
boiled eggs.

Second dish: “Frittata di Ostuni” (Omelette from Ostuni, in Apulia, South Italy)
Ingredients: 6 eggs*, 6 or 7 lampascioni , two medium sized potatoes, pecorino, marine salt
Potatoes should be boiled and diced. Lampascioni must be boiled and chopped. Beat the eggs* for the omelette and
add potatoes and lampascioni , salt, pepper, half a tbsp of grated pecorino (or yeast flakes) and fry in very hot oil.
Serve with a sprinkling of oregano
* for a plant-based version you can replace eggs with three cups of aquafaba or two cups of low-density flour meal
of chickpea or grass pea (Lathyrus sativus), water and salt

Dessert: Calcionetti marchigiani (from the Marches region)
Ingredients: 500 grams chestnuts, 100 grams almonds, a tbsp of honey (or other sweetener), 100 grams of cane
sugar, powdered cinnamon (or Geum urbanum rhizome powder), flour, a glass of dry white wine, two yolks or a cup
of aquafaba, marine salt, rum
The day before put your chestnuts into a bowl in water: they will then be boiled and pureed. Add slightly toasted
almonds in chunks, honey, sugar, cinnamon and a little rum to flavour everything.
Aside prepare a puff pastry with as much flour as needed to knead the egg yolks (or aquafaba), white wine and oil
until you get a soft dough. From the dough get disks or squares of about 8 cm in diameter (or side), fill them with
puree, close them in a bundle helping you with a little egg white/water/aquafaba to keep their corners closed and
bake in a very hot oven for half an hour.
When you take them out of your oven, brush them with some rum and dust off some icing sugar (perhaps flavoured
with a little Geum urbanum rhizome powder).
In Abruzzo they make a very similar dessert, the variant is to add chocolate, candied orange peel, a very strong
espresso. Then you wrap the Calcionetti and fry them in very hot oil. Serve cold, sprinkled with sugar.

In these recipes we talked:
Ægopodium podagraria, in Italian also called castalda or erba girardina or erba del tre. Umbelliferae family, quite
simple to identify. In Autumn you can forage new sprouts in the undergrowth, just as if it was a new spring. All parts
of the plants are edible. Forage with caution since it belongs to a family very rich in toxic plants such as hemlock.
Wild small capers: mentioned in the Bible for their flowers buds’ use, which are called capers (the name of the plant
is Capparis spinosa L.), as a measure of the taste and vitality of man - Ecclesiaste (12,5): when he “goes to the
house of his eternity”, that is he is old and about to die, “caper will no longer have effect” not even as a digestive
aid.
Fruits in Italian are known as capperesse (in Apulia) or cucunci (in Sicily).
Lampascioni: the bulbs of Muscari comosum (L.) Mill. = Leopoldia comosa (L.) Parl., Perennial bulbous plant
characterized by blue-violet flowers that resemble a cluster of grapes, which bloom from April to June.

Also called grape hyacinths and having a thousand popular names in Italian dialects, up to a few years ago in the
dictionaries was only indicated with the Latin word múscari, but today they are nationally - and maybe worldwide known as lampascioni, as they are called in Apulia where they are consumed since prehistoric times.
Its bulb, however, was used since Neolithic times in Italy and particulary by the Sannites in Apulia who were the
first to use it.
You can forage lampascioni bulbs from the end of autumn until the end of winter.
The collection period for bulbs is from the end of autumn to the end of winter.
Chestnuts (Castanea sativa Miller): the feminine flower that is fertilized by one of the enduring trees in the forest
will give birth to a fruit, the chestnut, which is a shiny brown achene, gathered at two or three in a wrap, called
cupula, full of spines, which is called "bur" and opens into maturity in four valves, leaving the chestnuts out. Under
the shining skin, there is a bitter and rich tannin film: it is just the ease with which this film is removed which gives
chestnut quality. In fact, the most precious quality, in Italian marroni (from which the French marrons glacés),
besides having bigger fruits, also has a more easily released flesh from the tegument. The fruit has sweet flesh - not
recommended for diabetics - rich in many vital elements: starches, glucids, lipids, many mineral salts, vitamins of
group B and group C - the latter will be preserved during cooking if you do not remove the skin -.

The “Wild Ones” in Italy
Officina Selvatica

© Miriam Morino 2017

Once upon a time there was a long-black-haired girl who was born at the foot of a volcano, Mount Vesuvius they
called it, and she had a heart and warm hands of that flaming gold in the center of the earth, and she loved
indiscriminately and of true and true love all living beings, from plants to animals. Growing up, she became a
beautiful woman with long black hair, and it was natural for her to become a creator of the Nature she loved, always
respecting her.
This is how the Officina Selvatica by Mimiwild was born, a small world on the banks of the river Serchio, because
the long-limbed selkie had moved to Tuscany, where she makes arts and handicrafts completely handmade with
care, passion and slowness, with the aim of creating something harmonious and safeguarding environment.
Natural soaps, small works of art made with biodegradable materials, wild herbs and flowers that she gathers by
respecting the forager’s calendar in safe places, away from city traffic, smog and cultivated fields.
Soap ingredients are local olive oil, cold pressed vegetable oils (no palm oil), essential oils and natural herbs,
vegetable oils, butters, wax, clay, spices, bark, flowers, herbs and dried fruits she dries manually and harvests in the
right balsamic period, in the green area around her small laboratory.
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Mimiwild has a preference for the natural light of candles; she makes them using completely vegetable, organic and
natural soybean wax that allows items to be used again after a simple wash: so there are beautiful antique cups,
“stolen” from your granny’s cupboard, from magical and mysterious garrets which always hide old treasures, or the
antique markets, and these cups will eventually become the Cup of Vintage collection; and still her beloved potty
pots, or the artistic pottery of her friend Ilaria (Lialt in Volterra, Tuscany), or simple glass containers.
To spread her passion Mimi amuses herself with lettering, customizing ceramic cups with inspiration from the
botanical world: these will become Speaking Candles and Cup of Love collections. But her love for experimentation
is so much that who knows what else she’s going to invent!

Mimiwild during the natural soap-making class in the festival Volterra Vegan 2010 Photo © Cristiano Sabelli

Mimi has been looking for more than ten years to weave together the secrets of the traditional art of natural soapmaking, handed down by an old Neapolitan lady; her herbal and herbalist studies, love for crochet and passion for
dyeing fabrics with herbs, with the creative inspiration that Nature gifts her with, in full respect for the Earth and all
living creatures.
Mimi uses only high-quality materials with a guaranteed origin, with an eye to the territoriality of ingredients,
respecting every living thing as they are always plant-based.
No ingredient, material used or purchased by third parties comes from human and animal exploitation. No ingredient
was tested at any stage of production. Mimi is also focused on packaging, that is simple and always recyclable.
L’Officina Selvatica di Mimiwild: vegan, natural, eco-friendly, cruelty free Handmade in Tuscany since 2010

Mimi gives us a recipe!
A dark chocolate scrub, with cane sugar and wild poppies [ Papaver rhoeas L.] seeds - for your body This
is a very simple recipe you can make with ingredients you surely have at home.
You will need a piece of dark chocolate, cane sugar, some sunflower oil and some poppy seeds... that you
will have at home if this summer you enjoyed running in the flowered meadows and your skirt used to fly
together with poppies’ red skirts, and you foraged some! :-)
Melt the chocolate (bain-marie) into a bowl and, when it is melted, add a teaspoon of sunflower oil, cane
sugar and poppies seeds - you would have taken them from their beautiful dried capsules (we love them!).
You will get a cream to massage on your body in the affected areas, wet skin... be careful not to eat it all!
It will help you to eliminate dead cells and impurities, and all that is left of summer tanning, stimulating
microcirculation and preparing your skin to receive your favorite cream.
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Next i Skogen! issue will be dedicated to Winter and will be published on December 21st, day of the Winter Solstice.
But before the Solstice, we want to celebrate and be merry with all readers (and we do hope you really are a lot!) the
new year, that to our ancestors was that night when the veil between the world of the living and the world of the
dead is thinner.
My granny used to say that in that night you must leave your kitchen table set or, near the lit fireplace, leaving
sizzling embers, a lukewarm milk cup and some biscuits, cooked just for this. This would be for our grandfathers,
great-grandfathers, our ancestors, that during this night come visit us.
To fully enjoy all days in the deep of Autumn next October 30th a Samhain special will be out, with so many recipes
since it’s the last period of the harvest (and last Thursday in November is also Thanksgiving Day).
We do really hope this “issue # 0”, made in only five days, has been of your pleasure and you are willing to follow
us. Read us soon!

